Asset-i is a comprehensive cloud based bar code and RFID asset tracking and management system. It can be expanded to meet specific needs with the addition of a number of fully customisable modules.

Asset-i brings together a PC-based system with well-proven bar code technology and mobile devices, as well as the option to use RFID (radio frequency identification) to scan and record an organisation’s assets - ranging from IT hardware, furniture and telephony equipment to motor vehicles and even files and documents.

INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Being cloud based, the Asset-i solution is fully accessible, anytime from anywhere. With a super fast, easy to use web interface, tracking and managing assets has never been so quick and easy.

KNOW WHAT YOU HAVE

View assets by type, group or location. Add filters to extract data or export straight into excel.

Schedule configurable reports to be generated and emailed.

KNOW WHERE TO FIND IT

Assets can be moved from location to location. With a mobile device users can scan asset labels or read RFID tags to locate and move assets.

The online Asset-i web site logs these movements and displays the assets current location.

CUSTOMISATION

Design form layouts and add fields to an asset in seconds. Configure templates for an unlimited number of asset types and groups.

Build inspections or processes and deploy them to your mobile devices. Collect PASS / FAIL data from an asset along with photos and signatures.

Build and schedule your own reports and email them automatically when they are generated.

www.asseti.co.uk
COMPREHENSIVE DETAIL
The Asset Record provides a single repository for all the information relating to an individual asset.
In addition to serial and model numbers, manufacturer and condition, the Asset Record can also store pictures and documents – including technical specifications, user manuals and warranties.
No matter how many times the asset is moved, all the essential information relating to it, throughout its lifecycle, is kept safely within the Asset Record.

FAST, MOBILE AUDITING
The ability to quickly and accurately audit the asset base offers enormous time and cost savings.
Using a mobile device, the user only has to scan the items found at a particular location. Gone is the need to identify, (often incorrectly) individual items, look them up on a paper list and tick them off.
When the audit data is uploaded, Asset-i automatically summarises the information by each individual location where exceptions can be identified and dealt with instantly. This is a painstaking and error-prone process with a manual or semiautomated system.

HARDWARE
With over 25 years’ experience in Mobile & Automated Data Collection Solutions, ExPD offer a range of hardware options with specifications to meet almost any requirement. Our extensive portfolio consists of all the latest devices from the leading industry manufacturers, ensuring we find the right product for you and your business.

What our customers say
“Working with ExPD we have been able to get it exactly right. ExPD have been on hand to help all the way, it’s a real partnership.”
Husqvarna

“Since the installation of Asset-i we have already recovered missing assets amounting to several thousands of pounds.”
Southern Rail

“In the first year Asset-i has reduced our expenditure by £50,000, we simply couldn’t operate without it.”
Windsor Voice Services

“We always knew implementing a vehicle tracking system of this size into our live operation was going to be a challenge, the solution provided by ExPD exceeded our expectations and we look forward to the next phase”
SMH Fleet

“Asset-i is very straightforward and easy to use.”
Trinity House

Asset-i
The Total Asset Management System

If you think our system could benefit you then please get in touch to arrange a visit from us or simply to find out more
01730 710100
www.asseti.co.uk